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The Challenge at Home

Powering the Future
Efficient use and renewable supplies are key
by RobertH. Williams
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ustainable development requires.
that clean, secure,and ~.,afe
energy be available for economic
growth. As the 21st century
approaches, the challenges implicit in
"clean, secure,and safe" seem daunting
for the United States.
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If green~ou~1..
wa~ing is as serious
as most scIentists believe, the world
may be required to reduce emissions of
carbon dioxide (CO) substantially: by
60 percent or more to stabilize current
atmospheric concentrations. Much of
the burden would fall on the already
industrialized countries, which today
for three-quarters of the
...
emissions.
Despite such challenges,the
prospects are good that energy can be
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efficient energy use are s~bstant~al. In
the UNCED study scenano,dunng the
period 1985to 2050,energy use
decreasesby one-fourth (see figure)
while economic output increasesnearly
five-fold.
Electricity (excluding lossesduring
generation) has accounted for a
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with economic growth, U.S. energy
consumption remained constant after
the energy crisis of 1973while the
country's economic output increased by
more. than one-third. Altho.ugh energy
use SInce1986has once again followed
economic output, thE'opportunities for
decoupling energy and economic
growth through investments in more
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challen es in the power sector: It is
respon~ble for 85 percent of the sector's
CO emissions and for most of its air
pollution. Air pollution problems are
likely to be solved by the coal
gasification technologies being
developed for use with advanced
power-generating cycles.
(C ontlnue d nex t page )
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In the near term, these advanced
cycles will use gas turbines; sometime
during the next 10 to 20 years, they will
use molten-carbonate fuel cells as well.
These systems will produce only a tiny
fraction of the air pollution released
from current steam-turbine plants
equipped with scrubbers, and they will
be more energy efficient. Compared to
an average efficiency of 33 percent for
existing coal plants, these gas turbine
systems are expected to be 40 to 45
percent efficient, while fuel-cell
technologies could achieve efficiencies
of 55 to 60 percent. Nonetheless, the
concomitant reductions in CO2
emissions are not likely to be adequate
if the atmospheric concentration must
be stabilized.
Nuclear power produces no air
pollution or greenhouse gases, and its

use in generating electricity could
reduce dependence on insecure oil
supplies. Nuclear safety and
radioactive waste disposal, the issues of
greatest public concern at present, are,
in principle at least, resolvable with
technical fixes.
However, at high levels of nuclear
power development worldwide,
another issue-the nuclear weapons
connection to nuclear power-would
come into sharp focus: Millions of
kilograms of plutonium would be
produced annually in reactors; less than
10 kilograms are needed to make a
nuclear weapon. New reactor designs
that minimize plutonium production
and unprecedented levels of
international control over sensitive
nuclear facilities would be needed to
prevent diversions. To resurrect
nuclear power, the
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plantations. However, electricity from
more costly biomass sources could be
competitive if produced with
technology adapted from coal,
involving gasification and gas turbine
power cycles. Especially promising are
turbines derived from aircraft engines
that offer high efficiency and low cost at
the modest scales needed for biomass
power plants. Biomass is inherently
easier to gasify than coal, and it
contains negligible sulfur, which is
costly to remove from coal. Several
demonstration projects are being
planned for this technology, which
could be available for commercial
applications in the late 1990s. Likewise,
molten carbonate fuel-cell technologies
being developed for coal could also be
adapted to biomass.
Crops grown on excess agricultural
lands represent a large potential source
of biomass for energy. To prop up food
"
pnces and control ero~lon, the Umted
States holds out of agncultural
production some 80 million acres, an
amount that is expected to increase
substantially as a result of continuing

provided at
competitive costs.
Producing
electricity from
biomass (plant
matter) is a
promising renewable
.
optIon. If t he
biomass is grown
sustainably, there
would be no net
buildup of CO2 in the
atmosphere. The
United States already
has bioma~s powergenerating capacity
equivalent to the

improvements in crop productivities.
PI . f
..
anting ast-growmg trees or perennial
grasses is a proven strategy for erosion
control. Growing such energy crops on
erodible and other excess croplands
would conserve the agricultural base
while providing new income for
farmers.
Most renewable energy technologies
are characterized by modest scale and
modular construction, making them
good candidates for cutting costs
through organizational learning-in
other words, from getting better
organized. Modern mass production
techniques can be applied to most
renewable energy technologies.
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Moreover, the short lead times from
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Wind power costs have fallen ten-fold
since the first farms were established in
t he AI tamont Pass .m t he ear I y 1980s.

grown on dedicated

Electricity produced with wind turbine
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technologies now coming onto the
market is cheaper than electricity from
new fossil-fuel power plants. Although
some of the more recent cost reductions
are due to technological improvement,
most of the progress has beenmade
through organizationalleaming. These
reductions are expected to lead to rapid
growth in the industry, which could
potentially provide electricity on a large
scale. In the 12 states of the Great
Plains and Midwest that account for 90
percent of the U.S. wind energy
potential, electricity generation from
wind could be up to four times the
amount of energy currently consumed
in the entire United States.
Although photovoltaic (pv) power
costs are about five times that of wind
power, these costs are expected to fall
sharply in this decade. The prospects
are good that some pv technologies will
enter electric utility markets before the
turn of the century. The absenceof
scale economies and low operational
and maintenance requirements for most
pv technologies means that they can be
deployed on rooftops and windows as
well as in centralized power stations.
Becausepower from pv units installed
close to consumersis especially
valuable to utilities, we will probably
see such applications of pv first, before
costs fall to the levels required for
centralized configurations to meet
competition.
A problem posed by these
intermittent renewable sourcesis that
electricity is also needed when the wind
doesn't blow and the sun doesn't shine.
While the problem seems especially
formidable in light of the fact that
progress for electrical storage
technologies has been slow, it is not as
serious as one might think. Both pv
and solar thermal-electric technologies
produce the most electricity when
sunlight is the most intense; where
there are air conditioning loads, this
also tends to be the time of peak
electrical demand.
In the case of wind power, the wind
is usually blowing somewhere, so a
system of widely distributed wind
farms will provide electricity most of
the time. A significant penetration of
intermittent renewable sources can be
accommodated on an electric power
system if there are enough low-cost,

In additionto 'conventional"
airpollutants,
coalresultsin 85percent
of thepowersector'semissions
ofcarbondioxide,
a greenhouse
gas.
fuel-burning plants with the flexibility
to change their output quickly.
Advanced gas turbine power cycles
fueled with natural gas would provide
such flexibility. Natural gas is the
cleanestof the fossil fuels, and U.S.
resourcesare probably 40 to 50 percent
more plentiful than U.S. oil resources.
Meeting sustainability goals for
transportation will be more challenging
than for electricity production. Yet
even here the prospects are auspicious.
As described in a later article (see
page 24),the quest for zero-emission
vehicles has catalyzed a substantial
effort to develop the battery-powered
electric car. The potential for replacing
internal combustion engine cars with
this technology is limited, however,
becauseseveral hours are required to
recharge the battery and the range
between chargesis limited.
A promising alternative is the fuel
cell electric car. As in a batterypowered car, the fuel cell provides
electricity to power motors that drive
the wheels. The proton-exchangemembrane (PEM) fuel cell, developed
originally for spaceand military
applications, is a compact power
resource well suited for cars. In
operation, hydrogen fuel combines
with oxygen from the air to form water
vapor, the only byproduct. Refueling
takes only minutes for compressed
hydrogen gas. A hydrogen fuel-cell car
would be about three times as energy
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efficient as a gasoline-powered internal
combustion engine car of comparable
performance. Prototype PEM fuel-cell
cars will be built in the mid-1990s,and
commercial vehicles could become
available less than a decadelater.
Experience shows that hydrogen can
be used safely, although it is often
perceived as a particularly dangerous
fuel. The perception is probably largely
due to the Hindenburg disaster, one of
the rare accidents involving an energy
source that was caught on film.
Certainly, the public must be convinced
that hydrogen canbe used safely before
it is introduced on a wide scale.
Initially, hydrogen could be
produced with existing technology
from natural gas; subsequently, a shift
to renewables could take place. The
cheapestway of producing hydrogen
from renewable sourcesis through the
thermochemical gasification of biomass,
a technology that could be
commercialized by 2000. Hydrogen
could also be produced electrolytically
from water, using electricity derived
from wind or pv sources. With
expected reductions in the costs of these
sources, fuel-cell carsoperated on wind
or pv hydrogen could well be
competitive with battery-powered cars
during the first decade of the next
century. While this hydrogen would
probably be twice as costly as that
derived from biomass,the amount that
could be produced is vast. For
17
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example, photovoltaic modules on
0.1 percent of the U.S. land area could
provide enough hydrogen to serve all
light-duty vehicles powered with fuel
cells in 2020.
An alternative approach that requires
no hydrogen fuel infrastructure is to
use energy carriers that are converted
into hydrogen at the point of use. One
such carrier is methanol, which can be
derived from natural gas with current
commercial technology and from
biomass with technology that could be
commercialized within the decade. For
fuel-cell cars, methanol would be
reacted with steam under the hood to

=:-'

produce hydrogen. The main
advantage of methanol is that, as a
liquid, it is easierto store than
hydrogen and canbe distributed with
much the sameinfrastructure as is now
used for gasoline. A more exotic carrier
proposed recently is powdered iron;
steam generated by the fuel cell
onboard the car would oxidize the iron,
producing hydrogen plus rust. At the
refueling station, the tank of rust would
be exchanged for fresh iron, and the
rust would be recycled.
The U.S. energy scenario developed
in the UNCED study indicates what
might be achievable in meeting

sustainability goals through emphasis
on efficient use of energy and
renewables. By 2050,overall
dependence on oil and coal would be
sharply reduced, dependence on
natural gas reduced slightly, and
renewables would account for more
than half of primary energy, with
biomass accountingJor more than half
of renewables. The net effect of both
the emphasis on energy efficiency and
energy supply shifts is a 75-percent
reduction in CO2emissions relative to
1985levels (seefigure on page 16).
Such a future could probably be
realized at energy prices close to

present levels,. The technologies
.de.v.e~op programs that require elect.ric
Involved requIre advances but no major utilIties to pursue the least costly mIx of
breakthrou.ghs. H.owever,.~ new .investmen~s
in en~rg~ efficiency and
energy policy dedIcated to IncreasIng
new supplies, taking Into account
the energy productivity of the U.S.
environmental costs. Third, the federal
economy and encouraging the
government should launch a clean car
development and commercialization of
initiative in cooperation with U.S. auto
new en~rgy sources t~at are both
producers, with the o~jective that
econo~lcally and envlro~mentally
before the end of the ~Irstdecad~ of the
attractl,:,ewo~ld. be requIred.
21st .centurythe ~.S. Industry will b.e
.~e first pnont~ s.houldbe t<:>
profitably prod~cmg a.new generation
elImInate the subsIdIes f<:>r
fossIl ~~ls
of pers~n~l vehicles wIth zero or very
and nuclear energy total~ng $10 billIon
low e~lsslons. Fourth, the Department
per year, or more, that dIstort markets.
of Agn~lture s~ould encouragethe
Second,the Federal Energy Regulatory
production of Wind energy on
Commission should require all states to croplands haVing good wind resources
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and biomass energy crops on excess
agricultural lands. Energy production
from these sourceswould generate
alternative income for farmers and
eventually make it possible to phase
out most federal support for farm
income.
And, finally, the federal government
should encourage the demonstration
and commercialization of a wide range
of promising renewable energy options.
Taxes on gasoline or carbon would also
provide powerful support for the kinds
of innovation needed,.but a strong
program could be built even without
such measures.0
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